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This Quick Start was created by Stratus360 in collaboration with Amazon Web Services
(AWS).
Quick Starts are automated reference deployments that use AWS CloudFormation
templates to deploy key technologies on AWS, following AWS best practices.

Overview
This Quick Start reference deployment guide provides step-by-step instructions for
deploying Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework on the AWS Cloud.
This Quick Start is for users who need a data logging and analysis solution for an Amazon
Connect instance.
Please know that we may share who uses AWS Quick Starts with the AWS Partner Network
(APN) Partner that collaborated with AWS on the content of the Quick Start.

Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework on AWS
The Quick Start deploys AWS services to collect all logs produced by an Amazon Connect
instance and places them in an Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) bucket. Based
on parameters selected during deployment, the logs are then sent to either Amazon
Elasticsearch Service (Amazon ES) or Amazon QuickSight for analysis. This solution
retrieves Amazon Kinesis Agent logs and Contract Trace Record (CTR) logs by using data
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streams from Amazon Kinesis Data Streams and delivery streams from Amazon Kinesis
Data Firehose, as well as contact flow logs from Amazon CloudWatch Logs.
During deployment, you can choose to have CTR logs, ingested either by a Kinesis data
stream into a Firehose delivery stream if other infrastructure requires a data stream, or by
a Firehose delivery stream on DirectPut.
You can also choose to include an AWS Lambda function that reads Amazon Connect
contact flow files from an S3 bucket and outputs a cleaned version with the location
metadata changed. This is useful for cleaning large, visually complicated contact flows and
making them more legible for editing. For large-scale projects that require editing contact
flows frequently, we recommend integrating this Lambda function in the deployment of
contact flows to improve efficiency of workers editing flows. Note that this feature is in
beta, so it might not work completely as intended. If your contact flow becomes corrupt or
ends up being more difficult to navigate, revert the contact flow to an older version. For
more information, see Using the clean contact flow Lambda function.

Cost and licenses
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick Start
reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using the Quick Start.
The AWS CloudFormation template for this Quick Start includes configuration parameters
that you can customize. Some of these settings, such as instance type, affect the cost of
deployment. For cost estimates, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will use.
Prices are subject to change.
Tip: After you deploy the Quick Start, we recommend that you enable the AWS Cost
and Usage Report. This report delivers billing metrics to an Amazon Simple Storage
Service (Amazon S3) bucket in your account. It provides cost estimates based on
usage throughout each month and finalizes the data at the end of the month. For
more information about the report, see the AWS documentation.
This Quick Start does not require any additional licenses.

Architecture
Deploying this Quick Start without Elasticsearch and Kibana enabled will instead deploy
for use with QuickSight and build the following environment in the AWS Cloud.
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Figure 1: Quick Start architecture for Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework
(QuickSight option) on AWS

The Quick Start sets up the following:


Kinesis data streams, Firehose delivery streams, and a Lambda function to push
Amazon Connect logs to an S3 bucket.



A Lambda function that creates a reference AWS Glue Data Catalog schema reference
table for Firehose delivery streams to output in Apache Parquet.



A Glue crawler that populates Glue tables by using the Amazon Connect logs in the S3
bucket. The Glue crawler automatically crawls the logs every 5 minutes. The logs can
then be queried in Amazon Athena live by using structured query language (SQL).
QuickSight can query these logs using Athena. You must set up QuickSight separately
(see Test the deployment: QuickSight).
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An optional Lambda function that reads in any contact flow JSON files and produces a
cleaned version where the node positions are more organized. This improves efficiency
when working with large, complicated contact flows in Amazon Connect.

Deploying this Quick Start with Elasticsearch and Kibana enabled builds the following
environment in the AWS Cloud.

Figure 2: Quick Start architecture for Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework
(Elasticsearch and Kibana option) on AWS

The Quick Start sets up the following:


Kinesis data streams, Firehose delivery streams, and a Lambda function to push
Amazon Connect logs to a new Amazon ES instance, as well as to a backup S3 bucket.



An optional Lambda function that reads in any contact flow JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) files and produces a cleaned version where the node positions are more
organized. This improves efficiency when working with large, complicated contact flows
in Amazon Connect.
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Planning the deployment
Specialized knowledge
This deployment guide requires a moderate level of familiarity with AWS services. If you’re
new to AWS, visit the Getting Started Resource Center and the AWS Training and
Certification website. These sites provide materials for learning how to design, deploy, and
operate your infrastructure and applications on the AWS Cloud.

AWS account
If you don’t already have an AWS account, create one at https://aws.amazon.com by
following the on-screen instructions. Part of the sign-up process involves receiving a phone
call and entering a PIN using the phone keypad.
Your AWS account is automatically signed up for all AWS services. You are charged only for
the services you use.

Technical requirements
Before you launch the Quick Start, your account must be configured as specified in the
following table. Otherwise, deployment might fail.
Resources

If necessary, request service quota increases for the following resources. You might
need to do this if an existing deployment uses these resources, and you might exceed the
default quotas with this deployment. The Service Quotas console displays your usage
and quotas for some aspects of some services. For more information, see the AWS
documentation.
Resource
Kinesis data stream (1
shard per stream)
Firehose delivery stream
Amazon ES instance

This deployment uses
1 or 2
2
1 or 0 (optional)

Regions

This deployment may include Amazon ES (if you choose to deploy it), which isn’t
currently supported in all AWS Regions. For a current list of supported Regions, see
Amazon Elasticsearch Service Endpoints and Quotas in the AWS documentation.

AWS Identity and
Access Management
(IAM) permissions

Before launching the Quick Start, you must log in to the AWS Management Console
with IAM permissions for the resources and actions the templates deploy. The
AdministratorAccess managed policy within IAM provides sufficient permissions,
although your organization may choose to use a custom policy with more restrictions.
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Unique S3 bucket names are automatically generated based on the account number and
AWS Region. If you delete a stack, the logging buckets are not deleted (to support
security review).
If you plan to redeploy this Quick Start in the same AWS Region, you must first
manually delete the S3 buckets that were created during the previous deployment.
Otherwise, the redeployment will fail.

Deployment options
This Quick Start provides two deployment options:


Deploy Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework into an Amazon ES
instance. This option builds a new AWS environment consisting of an Amazon ES
instance. It will use Kinesis Data Streams, Kinesis Data Firehose, and Lambda to upload
logs directly to the Amazon ES instance, and a backup copy to an S3 bucket.



Deploy Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework for use with
QuickSight. This option builds a new AWS environment consisting of Kinesis Data
Streams, Kinesis Data Firehose, and Lambda to upload logs to an S3 bucket. It then uses
a Glue crawler to crawl the S3 bucket, which allows QuickSight to use Athena to query
the logs in Glue.

The Quick Start provides a parameter to choose between these two options. QuickSight uses
fewer resources, while the Elasticsearch and Kibana option is more flexible and powerful.
Both options include a script for cleaning Amazon Connect contact flows.

Deployment steps
Step 1. Sign in to your AWS account
1. Sign in to your AWS account at https://aws.amazon.com with an IAM user role that has
the necessary permissions. For details, see Planning the deployment earlier in this
guide.
2. Make sure that your AWS account is configured correctly, as discussed in the Technical
requirements section.

Step 2. Create an Amazon Connect instance
1. If you have not created an Amazon Connect instance, on the Amazon Connect console,
choose Get started, and follow the prompts to create an Amazon Connect instance.
2. Note the Amazon instance alias, which you will need when launching the Quick Start.
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Step 3. Launch the Quick Start
Note: You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this
Quick Start reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using this Quick
Start. For full details, see the pricing pages for each AWS service used by this Quick
Start. Prices are subject to change.
1. Sign in to your AWS account, and choose one of the following options to launch the
AWS CloudFormation template. For help with choosing an option, see deployment
options earlier in this guide.

Deploy

•Stratus360

Deploy Stratus360 Amazon Connect
Report Framework on AWS

Each deployment takes about 10 minutes to complete.
2. Check the AWS Region that’s displayed in the upper-right corner of the navigation bar,
and change it if necessary. This is where the network infrastructure for Stratus360
Amazon Connect Report Framework will be built. The template is launched in the US
East (N. Virginia) Region by default.
Note: This deployment includes Amazon ES, which isn’t currently supported in all
AWS Regions. For a current list of supported Regions, see Amazon Elasticsearch
Service Endpoints and Quotas.
3. On the Select Template page, keep the default setting for the template URL, and then
choose Next.
4. On the Specify Details page, change the stack name if needed. Review the parameters
for the template. Provide values for the parameters that require input. For all other
parameters, review the default settings and customize them as necessary.
When you finish reviewing and customizing the parameters, choose Next.
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View template
Amazon Kinesis configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Deployment S3 bucket
name
(AmznConnectOutput
BucketName)

quickstartstratus360connect-withservice-bucket

Name of bucket to save logs to. Must be a unique S3 bucket
name, or stack creation will fail.

Enable CTR data
stream
(CtrDataStreamEnable)

false

Choose true to enable CTR Kinesis Data Stream. Enable only
if you need the Data Stream for the CTR logs (such as with the
salesforce CTI adapter).
If you keep the default, false, the CTR delivery stream on
DirectPut instead of from the Kinesis data stream.

S3 prefix for all log
data
(LogS3KeyPrefix)

logs/

S3 key prefix for all logs. The key prefix can include numbers,
lowercase letters, uppercase letters, and hyphens (-), and it
must end with a forward slash (/).

S3 prefix for Agent log
data
(AgentFirehoseS3KeyPr
efix)

agent-firehoseoutput

S3 key prefix for the agent logs. The key prefix must be nonempty and can include numbers, lowercase letters, uppercase
letters, or hyphens (-).

S3 prefix for CTR log
data
(CtrFirehoseS3KeyPref
ix)

ctr-firehose-output

S3 key prefix for the CTR logs. The key prefix must be nonempty and can include numbers, lowercase letters, uppercase
letters, or hyphens (-).

S3 prefix for contact
flow log data
(ContactFlowS3Key
Prefix)

contactflowlogsoutput

S3 key prefix for the contact flow logs. The key prefix must be
non-empty and can include numbers, lowercase letters,
uppercase letters, or hyphens (-).

Amazon Connect
CloudWatch Logs
group
(ContactFlowLogGroup)

Optional

Amazon Connect contact flow CloudWatch Logs group. This
usually is in the form /aws/connect/{instancealiasname}.

Elasticsearch and Kibana configuration:
Parameter label
(name)
Elasticsearch and
Kibana
(ESEnable)

Default

Description

false

Choose true to enable Elasticsearch. Choosing true will
automatically generate the ES instance and delivery
stream will deliver logs to said instance.
If you keep the default, false, the Quick Start will deploy
for use with QuickSight.

Amazon ES domain
(ESName)
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Amazon ES instance
type
(ESInstanceType)

r5.large.elasticsearch

If Elasticsearch is enabled, specify the type and size of the
Amazon ES instance.

Elasticsearch version
(ESInstanceVersion)

6.2

If Elasticsearch is enabled, specify the Elasticsearch
version.

Clean Contact Flow Configuration:
Parameter label
(name)
Clean contact flow
Lambda function
(CleanContactFlow
Enable)

Default

Description

false

Choose true to include the Lambda function for cleaning
contact flow JSON files.

AWS Quick Start configuration:
Note: We recommend keeping the default settings for the following two parameters,
unless you are customizing the Quick Start templates for your own deployment
projects. Changing these parameter settings automatically updates code references
to point to a new Quick Start location. For additional details, see the AWS Quick
Start Contributor’s Guide.
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Quick Start S3 bucket
name
(QSS3BucketName)

aws-quickstart

The S3 bucket you created for your copy of Quick Start assets,
if you decide to customize the Quick Start for your own use.
The bucket name can include numbers, lowercase letters,
uppercase letters, and hyphens, but should not start or end
with a hyphen.

Quick Start S3 bucket
region
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

us-east-1

The AWS Region where the Quick Start S3 bucket
(QSS3BucketName) is hosted. When using your own bucket,
you must specify this value.

Quick Start S3 key
prefix
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

connectintegrationstratus360connect-withservice/

The S3 key name prefix used to simulate a folder for your copy
of Quick Start assets. You need to use this if you want to
customize the Quick Start for your own use. This prefix can
include numbers, lowercase letters, uppercase letters,
hyphens, and forward slashes.

5. On the Options page, you can specify tags (key-value pairs) for resources in your stack
and set advanced options. When you’re done, choose Next.
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6. On the Review page, review and confirm the template settings. Under Capabilities,
select the two check boxes to acknowledge that the template creates IAM resources and
might require the capability to auto-expand macros.
7. Choose Create to deploy the stack.
8. Monitor the status of the stack. When the status is CREATE_COMPLETE, the
Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework environment is ready.
9. Use the S3 location on the Outputs tab to locate where your logs will be sent.

Figure 3: Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework S3 outputs after successful
deployment

Step 4. Complete the deployment
After the template’s status is CREATE_COMPLETE, there are a few remaining manual
steps to complete the deployment.
1. Navigate to the Amazon Connect console.
2. Choose the Connect instance that you want to integrate with.
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Figure 4: Find your Amazon Connect instance and click on it

3. In the navigation pane, choose Data streaming.

Figure 5: Navigate to Data streaming under your Connect instance

4. Select the Enable data streaming check box.
Two tabs should open up for Contact Trace Records and Agent Events.
5. Under the Contact Trace Records tab, if you set Enable CTR Data Stream to
false, you must choose the Kinesis Firehose button. If you set Enable CTR Data
Stream to true, you must choose the Kinesis Stream button.
6. Next, select the resource this Quick Start created for CTR logs. Select the CTR logs
resource that was deployed from the Quick Start named CtrResourceName under the
stack output.
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Figure 6: Select either Kinesis Firehose or Kinesis Stream based on Quick Start parameters,
and then select the CTR logs resource in the dropdown list

7. Under the Agent Events tab, select the resource this Quick Start created for Agent
logs. Select the Agent log resource that was deployed from the Quick Start named
AgentResourceName under the stack output.

Figure 7: Select the Agent logs Kinesis data stream

8. Choose Save in the lower-right corner of the screen.

ADDITIONAL STEPS FOR COMPLETING DEPLOYMENT FOR QUICKSIGHT
To properly finish the deployment for the QuickSight logging solution, you must compile a
list of all contact flow attributes in any of your contact flows and place them in an AWS
Systems Manager Parameter Store parameter. If you add or remove any contact flow
attributes, please complete this step again, or CTR logs might be corrupted or not show
up.
Note: Firehose delivery streams will use Parquet format for CTR and Agent logs. To
use Parquet format, the delivery streams need to reference a Glue table schema, but
that schema for CTR records will change depending on which contact attributes are
in your contact flow. When you change the contact attributes in the Parameter Store
parameter, it will trigger a Lambda function to update the reference table’s schema,
and the delivery stream will have no issue converting the CTR log into Parquet
format.
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1. On the Systems Manager console, choose Parameter Store.
2. Select the parameter /connect/quickstart/s360/makereftable/config , and choose
Edit.

Figure 8: Find the System parameter for making the reference table and edit it

3. Set the Value of the parameter to be a comma-separated list of any contact attributes
you plan to use in your contact flows. For example, if you use the attributes
Agent_response, Call_type, and Customer_id, then enter the following.
Agent_response,Call_type,Customer_id
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Figure 9: Set the value of the Parameter Store parameter to a comma separated list of call
attributes

Step 5. Test the deployment
You can test your solution by making a test call to your Connect instance using any phone
and verifying that logs appear in the bucket prefix that you designated.
First, set up a phone number associated with your Connect instance by using the
instructions in Set Up Phone Numbers for Your Contact Center in the AWS documentation.
For instructions on using contact flows, see Create Amazon Connect Contact Flows. To link
your associated phone number with a contact flow, complete the instructions in Associate a
Phone Number with a Contact Flow.
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After you have at least one number linked to a contact flow, follow the instructions below to
quickly receive a call and confirm that the deployment works.
1. To find the numbers that are claimed in your Connect instance, under Routing, choose
Phone Numbers.

Figure 10: Navigate to phone numbers

You can call any phone number that has a contact flow/IVR (interactive voice response)
linked to it.

Figure 11: Call any phone number

2. Call this number using any method (any softphone or hardphone). After the Connect
number has picked up your call, wait a few seconds and then disconnect. Make sure to
hang up.
3. In the Amazon S3 console, choose the S3 bucket that contains all your logs.
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Figure 12: Check Quick Start outputs for bucket location

If you don’t remember the bucket name, you can find the name in the output of the
Quick Start.

Figure 13: Go to the bucket and locate the logs

If the logs are not in the bucket within one minute, repeat steps 1-3 and wait another
minute, as Connect sometimes requires a second call to update with any changes.
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QUICKSIGHT
For best results, make sure that you have completed Additional steps for completing
deployment for QuickSight. Without that additional setup, CTR logs might not be collected
or might be corrupted.
Note: The crawler is set to run every 5 minutes, so any queries in QuickSight will be
accurate only up to that point. You can edit the configuration of the Crawler in the
Glue Console under Crawlers.
To test querying your logs using using Athena from QuickSight, complete the following
steps. The necessary crawler and database will automatically be generated for you.
1. Set up QuickSight if you have not already.
2. On the QuickSight console, choose the profile icon in the upper-right corner, and then
choose Manage QuickSight.

Figure 14: The Manage QuickSight command on the profile menu

3. In the left pane, choose Security & permissions.
4. Under QuickSight access to AWS services, choose Add or remove.
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Figure 15: Add access to Athena and S3 under security and permissions

5. Select the check box for Amazon Athena.

Figure 16: Ensure that QuickSight has access to Amazon S3 and Amazon Athena

If a pop-up box appears and asks if you want to allow access to S3 buckets, choose Next,
and select the deployment S3 bucket that the Quick Start set up.
If the pop-up box does not appear, or if the check box for Athena is already selected,
choose Details under Amazon S3, and then choose Select S3 buckets, select the
deployment S3 bucket that the Quick Start set up, and choose Finish.
6. Choose Update to save your changes.
7. Choose the QuickSight logo in the upper left to be taken to the home screen.
8. In the upper-right corner, choose Manage data.
9. Choose New data set.
10. Choose Athena.
11. Name the data source amazon-connect-ctr-logs-data-source. For the workgroup,
you can keep the default [primary] setting. Choose Create data source to continue.
12. On the Choose your table page, select quickstart-connect-log-database as the
database. For the table, select the CTR firehose prefix you set in the Quick Start
template, which is default to ctr_firehose_output. Choose Select.
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13. On the Finish data set creation page, select Directly query your data, and then
choose Visualize.
14. To load a different table, repeat steps 9-13 again, changing the name of the data source
in 11 and choosing a different table in step 12.
15. Choose the QuickSight logo to be taken to the home screen.
16. Choose New analysis in the upper left, under the QuickSight logo.
17. Choose the data set that you want to use, and then choose Create analysis.
To learn how to create visuals in QuickSight, see the AWS documentation. To learn how to
use custom SQL queries to retrieve logs, see Using SQL queries in QuickSight to import
data.

ELASTICSEARCH AND KIBANA
1. On the Amazon ES console, choose the domain name that you entered in the ESName
parameter. The default is quickstart-ac-kibana.
2. In the Actions dropdown list under the domain name, choose Modify access policy.

Figure 17: Choose Modify access policy

3. In the Domain access policy dropdown list, choose Custom access policy. If a
pop-up box appears and states Access policy will be cleared, choose clear and
continue.

Figure 18: Choose Custom access policy
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4. Select IPv4 address as the type, enter your current IPv4 address as the principal, and
choose Allow to allow your current IP address to use the Kibana console.

Figure 19: Enter IPv4 in Principal to allow the current IP address

You can also add more IP addresses by choosing Add element. Alternatively, you can
use an IAM ARN as the type instead of an IPv4 address.
5. Choose Submit. Wait for the Domain status of the instance to become Active again.
6. To access Kibana, choose the URL next to Kibana.
7. In the left panel, choose Management, and then choose Index Patterns. There are
currently no index patterns, so Kibana will ask you to make a new one.

Figure 20: Choose Management in the side panel, and then choose Index Patterns

If Elasticsearch says it Couldn't find any Elasticsearch data, make sure that logs
have already been generated by retrying steps 1-3 in Test the deployment.
8. For the index pattern, enter agent-logs-*, and then choose Next step.
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9. For Time Filter field name, select EventTimestamp and choose Create index
pattern.
10. Choose Create index pattern. For the index pattern, enter ctr-logs-*. For Time
Filter field name, use LastUpdateTimestamp.
11. Choose Create index pattern one more time. For the index pattern, enter cwl-*. For
Time Filter field name, use TimeStamp.
For more information on configuring Kibana, see the AWS blog post Configuring and
authoring Kibana dashboards.

Using the clean contact flow Lambda function
If you chose true for the CleanContactFlowEnable parameter during deployment, this
Quick Start installed a Lambda function that reads an exported contact flow JSON file in
Amazon S3, changes the location metadata to make the flow easier to navigate, and sends
the JSON file back into the same bucket under a different prefix.
To use the Lambda function, upload a contact flow JSON file to the Quick Start–generated
s3 bucket with the prefix flows/input and a suffix of .json. The Lambda function will
return the cleaned .json file in flows/output. To export and import the contact flow .json
file, use the following steps.
1. In your Connect instance, under Routing, choose Contact flows

Figure 21: Navigate to Contact flows under Routing to list all contact flows
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2. In the list that appears, choose the contact flow that you want to export.
3. On the contact flow page, in the upper-right corner, choose the arrow next to Save,
and then click Export flow. Make sure to export it as a JSON file or add the .json
extension, as Connect does not automatically do that for you at the time of this writing.

Figure 22: The Save menu

4. To import the flow generated by the Lambda function, choose Import flow in step 3
and upload the new flow.
To alter the behavior of the Lambda function, such as how the nodes are structured, how far
apart they are, or the output prefix of the function, change the parameters with the default
name /connect/quickstart/s360/cleancontactflow/config in Systems Manager
Parameter Store by using the following steps.
1. Navigate to the SSM Parameter Store.
2. Find /connect/quickstart/s360/cleancontactflow/config and click Edit.
3. Change the parameters as needed. For details about the parameters, Clean Contact Flow
Lambda README.md file in the GitHub repository.

Using SQL queries in QuickSight to import data
QuickSight allows custom SQL to be written for importing information from logs. To load
logs by using custom SQL, use the following steps.
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1. On the QuickSight console home screen, choose Manage data and then choose New
data set. Choose Athena.
2. Name your data source appropriately, depending on what you expect to be querying,
leave the Athena workgroup set to primary, and choose Create data source.
3. On the next page, choose Use custom SQL.
4. Give your query a descriptive name and enter a SQL query for Athena to use.
5. Choose Confirm query. For more information on how to use SQL in QuickSight, see
the AWS documentation.
6. On the Finish data set creation page, select Directly query your data, and then
choose Visualize.
For example, if you want to query only the contact attributes call_type, which will be a
string type, and customer_id, which will be an integer type, as well as the timestamp from
CTR records, then you can use the following SQL query.
select
cast(attributes.call_type as varchar) as "call_type",
cast(attributes.customer_id as integer) as "customer_id",
LastUpdateTimestamp
from quickstart_connect_log_database.ctr_firehose_output

FAQ
Q. I encountered an extraneous input error when using a custom SQL query in
QuickSight.
A. This might be caused by using a special character in your query. The only characters
allowed in a query are alphanumeric characters and the underscore (_). To solve this issue,
we recommend not using special characters in attribute names. If special characters cannot
be avoided, escape your special characters by using quotes (“”).
Q. I encountered a CREATE_FAILED error when I launched the Quick Start.
A. If AWS CloudFormation fails to create the stack, we recommend that you relaunch the
template with Rollback on failure set to No. (This setting is under Advanced in the
AWS CloudFormation console, Options page.) With this setting, the stack’s state is
retained and the instance is left running, so you can troubleshoot the issue.
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Important: When you set Rollback on failure to No, you continue to incur AWS
charges for this stack. Please make sure to delete the stack when you finish
troubleshooting.
For additional information, see Troubleshooting AWS CloudFormation on the AWS
website.
Q. I encountered a size limitation error when I deployed the AWS CloudFormation
templates.
A. We recommend that you launch the Quick Start templates from the links in this guide or
from another S3 bucket. If you deploy the templates from a local copy on your computer or
from a non-S3 location, you might encounter template size limitations. For more
information about AWS CloudFormation quotas, see the AWS documentation.

Send us feedback
To post feedback, submit feature ideas, or report bugs, use the Issues section of the
GitHub repository for this Quick Start. If you’d like to submit code, please review the Quick
Start Contributor’s Guide.
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AWS services and features


AWS CloudFormation



Amazon EBS



Amazon EC2



AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store



IAM



Amazon VPC
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Stratus360 Amazon Connect Report Framework documentation


Contact Flow Lambda function documentation

Other Quick Start reference deployments


AWS Quick Start home page
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Notices
This document is provided for informational purposes only. It represents AWS’s current product offerings
and practices as of the date of issue of this document, which are subject to change without notice. Customers
are responsible for making their own independent assessment of the information in this document and any
use of AWS’s products or services, each of which is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, whether
express or implied. This document does not create any warranties, representations, contractual
commitments, conditions or assurances from AWS, its affiliates, suppliers or licensors. The responsibilities
and liabilities of AWS to its customers are controlled by AWS agreements, and this document is not part of,
nor does it modify, any agreement between AWS and its customers.
The software included with this paper is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You
may not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is located at
http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0/ or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This code is distributed on
an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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